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Abstract: Anonymous signcryption is synonyms of ring signcryption which provides anonymity of 

the sender along with the advantages of signcryption. Multi receiver signcryption is suited for 

situation where a sender wants to send a message to multiple receivers in the confidential and 

authenticated way. This paper proposes an identity based anonymous signcryption scheme in multi-

receiver setting. It also provides proofs of provable security of the proposed scheme under some 

computationally difficult problems. 
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1. Introduction: The main advantages of public key cryptography are encryption and digital 

signature, used to achieve confidentiality and authenticity of a message respectively. There are 

scenarios where both primitives are needed (for example secure e-mailing). Earlier signature-then-

encryption approach was followed to achieve both primitive. However, this approach has high 

computational cost and communication overhead. In 1997, Zheng [28] proposed a novel 

cryptographic primitive “Signcryption” which achieves both confidentiality and authenticity in a 

single logical step with the cost significantly lower than „signature-then-encryption‟ approach. In 

2002, Beak et al. [1] first formalized and defined security notions for signcryption via semantic 

security against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack and existential unforgeability against adaptive 

chosen message attack. 

 Shamir introduced the concept of identity based cryptography in 1984 [21] to remove the 

extra burden of digital certificates and key management from public key cryptography. The idea is 

that the public key of a user can be publicly computed from his unique public available information 

such as an e-mail address, an IP address or social security number etc while private key can be 

generated by a trusted private key generator (PKG). In 2001, Boneh and Franklin [5] gave the first 

practical identity based encryption scheme. The first identity based signcryption scheme was 

proposed by Malone-Lee [15] in 2003. He also considered security notions of signcryption in 

identity based setting. Since then quite a few identity based signcryption schemes have been 

proposed [3, 6, 7, 9, 14, 16]. 

 The concept of multi-receiver setting was first formalized by Bellare et al. [4] for public key 

encryption i.e. if there are m receivers numbered 1, …, m and each of them generates for itself a 

private key and public key pair denoted by i i(sk , pk ) . A sender encrypts a message M using ipk  to 

obtain iC  for i = 1, …, m and then sends 1 m(C ,...,C ) as a ciphertext. Upon receiving the ciphertext, 

receiver i extracts iC  and decrypt it using isk . Beak et al. [2] formalized identity based encryption 

to the multi-receiver setting. Duan et al. [10] consider the situation where there are not only 

multiple receivers but also multiple senders. As an example, consider that there are several 

managers, each of whom wants to securely broadcast an e-mail to the employees of the company 

independently. Once an employee receives several ciphertexts from different managers, an issue of 

message authentication will arise. In such cases, confidentiality and authenticity required 

simultaneously. Motivated by this Duan et al. [10] gave the first multi-receiver identity based 

signcryption scheme. Later on some more multi-receiver identity based signcryption schemes were 

proposed in [18, 19, 23]. 

 Ring signcryption or anonymous signcryption is a cryptographic primitive motivated from 

ring signature, which was first proposed by Rivest el al. [17]. Ring signature provides anonymity 



along with the authenticity in such a way that verifier does not know who has signed the message 

but he can verify that one of the person form the ring (group) has signed it. Ring signcryption 

enables a user to send a message confidentially and authentically to a specific receiver in an 

anonymous way. The first identity based ring signcryption was proposed by Huang et al. [11]. 

Some more identity based ring signcryption scheme are reported in [8, 12, 13, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 

29, 30]. However, most of them are proved to be insecure and then improved in [20, 26, 22, 27]. 

 In this paper we propose a multi receiver identity based anonymous signcryption scheme 

motivated from the following scenario: Consider the example [17, 20] where a member of cabinet 

wants to leak very important and juicy information regarding the president of the nation, to the 

press. He has to leak secrete in an anonymous way, else he will be spotted person in the cabinet. 

The press will not accept the information unless it is authenticated by one of the members of the 

cabinet. Here if the information is so sensitive and should not be leaked until the authorities in the 

press receive it, we should have confidential transmission of information. Thus we require 

anonymity to safeguard the cabinet member who sends the information, the information should be 

authenticated for the authorities in the press to consider it and it should be confidential until it 

reaches the hands of the right person in the press. All three properties are together achieved by ring 

signcryption. Here we point out the problems that can occurs (i) it will be dangerous to give the 

sensitive information to a single person (receiver), (ii) single receiver can be from malicious party 

and (iii) cabinet member wants to transmit the information to the different press authorities. In such 

cases it is desirable to transmit the information to multiple receivers. In such a scenario ring 

signcryption in multi-receiver setting is best suited. 

 

2. Multi-receiver ID based Anonymous signcryption 

First we give the formal definition of multi receiver ID based anonymous signcryption (MIBAS) 

scheme which is followed by the security model for MIBAS. 

 

Definition: A multi receiver ID based anonymous signcryption (MIBAS) scheme consists of the 

following algorithms: 

Setup: On input a security parameter k, Private Key Generator (PKG) runs this algorithm to 

generate master secrete key s and the system wide public parameters params which includes the 

description of finite message and ciphertext spaces. Further we assume params as input of 

following algorithm so we do not need to explicitly provide them to each algorithm 

Extract: On input an identity ID of a user PKG runs this algorithm to generate users‟ public keys 

( IDQ ) and private key ( IDD ). 

Anonysigncrypt: A user AID  runs this algorithm to send a message M to m receivers with 

identities ' ' '
1 m{ID ,..., ID } L  anonymously. This algorithm selects a group of n users‟ identities 

1 n{ID ,..., ID } L including the actual signcrypter AID , and outputs the ciphertext C. 

Unsigncrypt: Upon receiving the ciphertext C, the receiver 
'
jID  runs this algorithm to recover M if 

the message was properly encrypted or signed otherwise it returns the error symbol .  

 

 These algorithms must satisfy the standard consistency constraint  

M = Unsigncrypt (C = (Anonysigncrypt 
' '

A j(M,D , ID (1 j m),L,L ) ), 
' '
jD , L, L ) 

 

 As in [10], a multi receiver anonymous signcrypted ciphertext is a combination of text part 

and receivers information part. Text part is same to the all receivers (including the information of 

sender group) and the receiver information part can be viewed an m-tuple where the j-th component 

is specific to receiver
'
jID . To unsigncrypt a ciphertext receiver 

'
jID  extract the text part and the j-th 

component from receivers‟ information part to recover M. 

 



Security notions:  
 The widely accepted notion for message confidentiality and unforgeability of ID based 

signcryption are indistinguishable against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks and existential 

unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attacks, which were first considered by Malone-

Lee [15]. Duan and Cao [10] extended these security notions to multi receiver setting under 

selective  multi identity attack in which adversary is assumed to output ahead of time multiple 

identities that it wishes to attack. They refer these security notions as indistinguishability of 

ciphertexts under selective multi ID, chosen ciphertext attack (IND-sMIBSC-CCA) and strong 

existential unforgeability under selective multi-ID, chosen message attack (SUF-sMIBSC-CMA). 

Also anonymous signcryption has additional security notions via ciphertext anonymity against 

adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks, public authenticity and public verifiability. We adapt these 

notions in the setting of multi-receiver identity based anonymous signcryption. 

 

Message confidentiality: An MIBAS scheme is indistinguishable against chosen ciphertext attacks 

(IND-sMIBAS-CCA2) if no probabilistic polynomially bounded adversary has a non-negligible 

advantage in the following game: 

Setup: The challenger   runs this algorithm to produce a master key s and system wide public 

parameters “params”.   gives params to the adversary  and keeps the master key s secrete. After 

receiving the params outputs multiple target identities, denoted by ' * ' * '*
1 m{ID ,..., ID } L  

Phase1: The adversary probes the challenger   with the following kind of queries adaptively 

Extract queries:  produces an identity ID and gives it to the challenger .   runs this 

algorithm to computes the private key IDD Extract (s, ID) corresponding to ID.   returns 

IDD  to .  A restriction here is that 
' *
jID ID  for j = 1, …, m. 

Anonysigncrypt queries:  generates a group of n identities 1 nL {ID ,..., ID },  a plaintext M 

and m receivers‟ identities ' ' '
1 mL {ID ,..., ID }.   randomly chooses a user iID L , computes 

i iD Extract (ID ) and generates the ciphertext C = Anonysigncrypt 
'

i j(M,D , ID (1 j m),  

'L, L ) and sends C to  . 

Unsigncrypt queries:  generates a group of identities 1 nL {ID ,..., ID },  a set of receivers‟ 

identities ' ' '
1 mL {ID ,..., ID }and a ciphertext C.   first chooses randomly a receiver 

'
jID  from 

'L , computes the private key 
' '
j jD Extract (s, ID ) , computes unsigncrypt 

' '
j(C, D , L, L )  and 

returns M if C is a valid ciphertext otherwise returns . 

Challenge:  chooses two equal length messages 0 1M , M  , a group of identities 

* *n
ii 1L ID on which he has not queried the key extraction oracle.   flips the coin to choose 

Rb {0,1}and computes 
*C = Anonysigncrypt

'* * '*
b i j(M ,D , ID (for1 j m),L ,L ) , under private 

key of a sender iID  chosen randomly from 
*L  and public key of attacked identities ' * ' *

1 mID ,..., ID . 

Then   send *C  to  as a challenge. 

Phase 2:  issues new queries as in Phase 1. It can not ask unsigncrypt query on ciphertext 
*C  nor 

query the unsigncrypt oracle on an identity and a ciphertext 
'C  which is only different from 

*C  in 

the receivers‟ information part. Also   can not ask the key extraction query on group 
*L . 

Guess: At the end of the game,   outputs a bit 
'b and wins if 

'b = b. 

 The adversary‟s success probability is defined as 
IND CCA2 1
sMIBAS 2

Succ ( )  where  is 

required to be negligible in k. 

 



Unforgeability: An MIBAS scheme is existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message 

attack (EUF-MIBAS-CMA) if no probabilistic polynomially bounded adversary has a non-

negligible advantage in the following game: 

Setup: The challenger   runs this algorithm to produce a master key s and system wide public 

parameters “param”.   gives params to the forger   and keeps the master key s secrete.  

Attack:  issues queries of same type as in message confidentiality game. 

Forgery: Eventually   outputs a ciphertext *C  and m arbitrary receivers‟ identities 
'*'* '*

m1L {ID ,..., ID }.   wins the game if *C  is a valid ciphertext under some sender group 

* * *
1 mL {ID ,..., ID }  and given m receivers‟ private keys i.e. the result of Unsigncrypt 

'** * '*
j(C ,D ,L ,L ) is not the error symbol  with the restrictions that   can not ask key extraction 

query on any group *L , ' *L  and  *C  was not produced by Anonysigncrypt oracle. 

 

Anonymity [27]: An MIBAS scheme is unconditionally anonymous if for any group of n members 

with identities 1 nL {ID ,..., ID },  the probability of any adversary to identify the actual signcrypter 

is not more than random guess‟s i.e.   output the identity of actual signcrypter with probability 
1

n  if he is not a member of L, and with probability 1
n 1  if he is the member of L. 

 

Public Verifiability [27]: An MIBAS scheme is public verifiable if given a plaintext m and 

ciphertext C, and possible some additional information provided by the receiver, anyone can verify 

that C is a valid message of the sender without knowing the receiver‟s private key. 

 

Public Authenticity [27]: An MIBAS scheme is public authenticable if anyone can verify that the 

validity and the origin of the ciphertext without knowing the content of the message and getting any 

help from receiver. 

 

3. Preliminaries 

Bilinear Pairing: Let 1  be an additive group and 2  be a multiplicative group both of the same 

prime order q. A function 1 1 2e :    is called a bilinear pairing if it satisfies the following 

properties: 

1.
*

1 qP,Q , a,b  , abe(aP,bQ) e(P,Q)   

2. For any 1P , there is 1Q  , such that e(P,Q) 1. 

3. There exists an efficient algorithm to compute e(P,Q), P,Q  1 . 

CDH Problem: Given a generator P and two elements aP, bP of a group 1 , the Computational 

Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH problem) in 1 is to compute abP. 

DBDH Problem: Given two groups 1 and 2 of the same prime order q, a bilinear map 

1 1 2e :   , a generator P of 1 , three elements aP, bP, cP of 1  and an element 2H  , 

the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (DBDH problem) is to decide whether 
abcH e(P,P) . 

 

4. The proposed scheme (MIBAS): 
 

Setup: Given a security parameter k, PKG chooses two groups 1  and 2 of same order q (prime), 

a bilinear map 1 1 2e : ,    a generator P of 1 . PKG chooses his master key 
*

R qs   

(keeps secrete) and compute his public key pub 1P sP .  It also chooses R 1R ,R   and 



computes pubg e(R,P ) . The hash functions are set as *
1 1H :{0,1}  , t

2 2H : {0,1}  and 

t *
3 1 qH :{0,1}   where t is the length of plaintext and ciphertext. 

 The system public parameters are param = 1 2 pub 1 2 3{ , ,q, e,P,R,g,P ,H ,H ,H }   

 

Key Extract: On receiving an identity *ID {0,1} , PKG computes user‟s public key IDQ  

1H (ID)  and the corresponding private key ID IDD sQ .  

 

Anonysigncrypt: Suppose the sender SID  wants to send a message M anonymously to m different 

receivers ' ' '
1 mL {ID ,..., ID }. SID  does the following 

- Chooses a set of users 1 nL {ID ,..., ID }  (including SID ) different from 'L  

- Picks 
*

i R qx   and computes i iR x P  for i = 1, …, n ( i S )  

- Picks 
*

S R qx   and computes n
ii 1x , g  and 2c H ( ) m  

- Computes U P  and 
'

j jT (R Q )  for j = 1, …, m 

- Computes i 3 ih H (c,R )  and n
S S S i i ii 1,i SR x Q (R h Q )  

- Computes S S SZ (x h )D  where S 3 Sh H (c, R )  

The ciphertext is C = '
1 n 1 m(c, U, Z, R ,..., R , T , ...,T , L, L) . 

 

Unsigncrypt: Upon receiving the ciphertext C = '
1 n 1 m(c, U, Z, R ,..., R , T , ...,T , L, L) , each 

receiver 
'
jID  uses his private key to decrypt C 

- Computes e(Z,P)  and n
pub i i ii 1e(P , (R h Q ))  where i 3 ih H (c,R )  for i = 1, …, n 

- If e(Z,P)= n
pub i i ii 1e(P , (R h Q )) , computes 

' 1
pub i j' e(P ,T )e(U,D )  and recovers 

plaintext 2M c H ( ') . Otherwise outputs  as failure. 

 

Consistency:  

   S S Se(Z,P) e((x h )D ,P) S S S S pube(x Q h Q ,P )  

   n
i i i S S S pubi 1,i Se( (R h Q ) R h Q ,P )  

   n
i i i pubi 1e( (R h Q ),P )  

and 

         
' 1 ' ' 1

pub j j j j' e(P ,T )e(U,D ) e(sP, (R Q ))e( P,sQ )  

   
s ' s ' s

j je(P,R) e(P,Q ) e(P,Q )  

   pube(P , R) g  

 

5. Security Analysis:  

Theorem 1: (Message confidentiality) Assume that an IND-sMIBAS-CCA2 adversary has an 

advantage against proposed scheme when asking 
ihq  queries to random oracle iH (i = 1, 2, 3) 

and sq signcryption queries uq  unsigncryption queries. Then there is an algorithm   to solve the 

DBDH problem with an advantage u
k

mq

2
Adv( ) ( ) . 



Proof: We show how to build an algorithm   that solve DBDH problem with the help of an 

adversary . Let   receives a random instance (P, aP, bP, cP, h) of the DBDH problem,  ‟s goal 

is to decide whether abch e(P,P) or not. To solve this problem   acts as ‟s challenger in the 

message confidentiality game. During the game   queries, iH (i 1, 2, 3)  oracles, anonysigncrypt 

oracle and unsigncrypt oracle. To handle ‟s queries,   maintains lists iL (i 1, 2, 3)  to 

iH (i 1, 2, 3)  queries for consistency purposes. We assume that for any ID,   will ask 1H (ID)  

query before ID is used in any other query. 

 

Setup:   sends system parameter params to   with pubP cP , R bP , and pubg e(R,P )  

bce(bP,cP) e(P,P) . Then   outputs multiple target identities, denoted by ' * ' * '*
1 m{ID ,..., ID } L .  

 

Phase 1: Now   starts probing the following queries  

1H query for kID :   check the list 1L , if the tuple k k k(ID , ,Q ) exists returns kQ . Otherwise 

does the following: 

- If 
' *

k jID ID  for some j [1,m], chooses randomly 
' * *

qj   and computes 
' * ' *
j jQ P R  

- Else chooses k  randomly from 
*
q , compute k kQ P  

- Store k k k(ID , ,Q )  into 1L  and returns kQ . 

iH  (i = 2, 3) queries: To response these queries,   checks the corresponding list. If the query 

already exists, the same answer will be returned to . Otherwise   produce a random element 

from appropriate range and returned s an answer to  , the query and the answer will then be added 

in the corresponding list. 

Extract query for kID :    recovers k k k(ID , ,Q )  from the list 1L , computes k k pubD P  

kc P  and returns kD  to  . Note that   can not ask the extract query for 
' *

k jID ID . 

Anonysigncrypt query:   submit an anonysigncrypt query with a message M, a user group 

1 nL {ID ,..., ID } and m arbitrary receivers ' ' '
1 mL {ID ,..., ID }. There are two possibilities L ' *L  

or ' *L L . 

 If L ' *L  then   randomly chooses a user AID L  such that 
' *

A jID ID  for any j 

=1, ..., m . Therefore   knows the secrete key of AID  i.e. A A pubD P  from the list 1L  and runs 

anonysigncrypt algorithm with input m, AD , 
'
jID  (1 j m) , L and 

'L  to produces C. Finally   

returns the ciphertext C to . 

 If ' *L L  then   does the following 

- Chooses randomly a user 
' * ' *
SID L = L. Note that 

' *
SQ  has been set to 

' *
j P R  for some 

' * *
qS   

- Chooses randomly
*

1 2 S n qx , x ,..., x ,..., x   and computes n
ii 1x , g  and c  

2H ( ) M  

- For i = 1 to n, i S , computes i iR x P.  Obtain the value i 3 ih H (c, R )  and store in the list 

3L   

- Computes U P  and 
'

j jT (R Q )  for i 1,...,m  



- For i = S, chooses randomly
*

S qh  , sets 
' * ' *n

S S 3 i iS i 1,i S iR x P h Q (R h Q )  and 

S pubZ x P . Adds the tuple S S(c,R , h )  to 3L  

- Finally   outputs the ciphertext ' * '
1 n 1 mC (c,Z,U,R ,...,R ,T ,...,T ,L ,L) . 

Unsigncrypt query:  submit an unsigncrypt queries with a ciphertext 1 nC (c, Z, U,R ,...,R ,  

' * '
1 mT ,...,T ,L ,L) . 

 If ' ' *L L ,   always return the ciphertext is invalid because   does not know the secrete 

key of any 
' * ' *
jID L . If this ciphertext is valid one, the probability that   will find is know more 

than km 2 . 

 If for some j, 
' *' '

j jID ID L  (1 j m) ,   find that the check equation e(Z,P)  

n
i i ii 1e( (R h Q ), pubP )  holds, then   find the secrete key corresponding to 

'
jID  from the list 

1L , computes 
' 1

pub i j' e(P ,T )e(U,D ) , '
2M c H ( ')  and returns 'M . Otherwise   returns 

 for invalid ciphertext. 

Challenge:   outputs two message 0 1M , M  , n users group * * *
1 nL {ID ,..., ID } . Receivers 

set 
' *' * ' *

n1L {ID ,..., ID } is attacked identities.   selects a random bit Rb {0,1}and sets *U aP,  

h (from DBDH problem tuple), 
'** *

j jT U  for j = 1, …, m (where 
'*
j

 corresponds to 
' *
jID  in 

1L  list). Then   signcrypt the message bM  and sends the ciphertext * * * * *
1 nC (c*,Z ,U ,R ,...,R ,  

* * * ' *
1 mT ,...,T ,L ,L )  to  . 

Phase 2:   probes the new queries as in Phase 1. In the Phase 2,   cannot query the secrete key 

of any user in the group *L  and can not make unsigncrypt query to the ciphertext *C . Also   can 

not make the unsigncryption query on a ciphertext C which is only different from *C  in the 

receiver information part. 

 At the end of the simulation,   produces a bit 'b  as a guess. At this moment if 'b b ,   

answer 1 as a result of DBDH problem because his selection h satisfying 

 
' ** 1

pub j jh e(P ,T )e(U ,D )
' * ' ** * 1
j je(cP, U )e(U ,D )

' * ' * 1
j je(cP, aP)e(aP, cP cbP)  

               
' * ' * 1 1
j je(cP, aP)e(aP, cP) e(aP, cbP)

abce(P,P)  

otherwise   answer 0. 

Probability of success: Now we determine the advantage of  . The probability that   rejects the 

valid ciphertext for all Uq  unsigncryption queries does not exceed u
k

mq

2
. If   wins IND-sMIBAS-

CCA2 game then we have  
' *' * * ' *

1 b A jp Pr[b b Anonysigncrypt(M ,D ,ID (1 j m),L ,L )]= u
k

mq1
2 2

 

' 1
2 R 2 2

p Pr[b i h ] , (i 0, 1)]  

* *
R q R 2 R q

abc

a, b, c , h a, b, c
Adv( ) Pr [1 (aP,bP,cP,h)] Pr [1 (aP,bP,cP,e(P, P) )]

 
    

  u
k

mq
1 2

2
p p ( ) . 

 

Theorem 2: (Unforgeability) The multi-receiver anonymous signcryption scheme is existentially 

unforgeable against adaptive chosen-message and identity attacks (EUF-MIBAS-CMIA). 



Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 of [27]. If an adversary can forge a valid 

ciphertext of the proposed scheme, then he must be able to forge a valid Chow‟s ring signature [8]. 

That is if   can forge a valid ciphertext on message M, say 1 n 1 m(c, U, Z, R ,..., R , T , ...,T )  for 

the sender‟s group L and receivers group 'L  then 1 n* (Z,R ,...,R )  can be viewed as the Chow‟s 

ID based ring signature on message M = c of the ring L. 

 

Theorem 3: (Anonymity) The multi-receiver anonymous signcryption scheme has full anonymity. 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 of [27]. 

 

Theorem 4: (Public authenticity) The multi-receiver anonymous signcryption scheme is public 

authenticable.  

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 of [27]. 

 

6. Conclusion: We have proposed an identity based ring signcryption scheme for multiple receiver. 

We have shown that the proposed scheme has message confidentiality, unforgeability, anonymity 

and public authenticity. The proof of message confidentiality depends upon the hardness of DBDH 

problem while the proof for unforgeability follows directly from the Chow et el ID based ring 

signature scheme [8]. 
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